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								What our clients are saying about us


								We have established longterm and stable partnerships with various clients thanks to our excellence in solving their automotive needs!


								
									
										More Reviews
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									Very good experience and the staff is wonderful. Thank you John for being so kind and diligent. [image: quotes-image]

                                                                         Liu Jeffrey






, 02/03/2022
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									I just done the work recently. It was mainly on the turbo. I will say good value after the car has been runing well for a while longer.[image: quotes-image]


                                                                        Hany Aboushaka



, 01/25/2022
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						2465 Dunwin Dr
Unit 7
Mississauga, Ontario L5L1T1
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Call today at 905-847-8884 or come by the shop at 2465 Dunwin Dr
Unit 7, Mississauga, Ontario, L5L1T1. Ask any car or truck owner in Mississauga who they recommend. Chances are they will tell you Autobahn Logic.
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